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important milestones.…”

Actually, because we are relatively short on news I have decided to release snippets of a book I am writing (and have done so for the
better part of 2 years—on and off). It is an unedited
account of my impressions about my upbringing.

Celebration is the act of moving out of our
‘stuckness’ and back to the future. Don’t get me
wrong. I care about aspects of the past that I would
rather forget but nowadays I care more about how I
use that experience to move forward. Read more
about this in Unlocking the Past—Unleashing the
Future (page 2).

I imagine that when (or if) the book is properly edited for publication, it may make for a smoother read
Also in this edition, birthday girl Delthia shares
but I intend to release excerpts from time to time
some insights about her ’growing up’ experiences
where space permits.
and in particular the key people who have provided
As strange as it may seem I am unsure about what both inspiration and amazing support throughout
to call the book. I am tossing between ‘From Worry- her 40 years of life (see 40th Birthday Celebration
er’s to Warriors’, ‘Our Past—Our Journey’ or my per- below).
sonal favourite ‘Unlocking the Past—Unleashing the
Future’.
I have decided on the latter because in order for
people to move forward in life it is essential they understand the pathways they’ve taken to get to the
present and to use this knowledge as a guide to the
future.
We’ve discussed many times the notion of learning
from our past that we may see the future more
clearly. I want to add another dimension to this and
that is celebrating the past. I hold very strongly the
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Marty McFly:
“We will, Doc.”

On page 3 you’ll find updates on various whanau
activities and milestones including other news snippets while in the back section you can get the run
down on all the birthday’s and anniversaries for the
month of September—as recorded on the Te
Roopu Hinga Whanau Whakapapa website.
The ability to rise up and move forward has become a real strength for many Maori and whanau
across our nation and abroad. May you continue to
move on and create new and exciting chapters in
all your future endeavours.

Pictured: Rachael and her mum Sandy inspects the DeLorean
featured on Back to the Future at Universal Studios in 1997.

40 T H B I RT H DA Y C E L E B R A T I O N
Well, Valentines may not be all that prestigious but it is

elthia recently celebrated
her 40th birthday with
whanau at New Zealand’s most acclaimed and highly prestigious family
restaurant—Valentines.
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ironic that this venue—named after St Valentines, was the
place chosen by Delthia. According to Wikipedia, Valentines is commonly referred to as the time to “celebrate
love and affection amongst intimate companions”. It
seems Delthia’s most significant experiences capture
these qualities in a very real and moving way.
The most significant event during my 40 years of life
would be having my six children and marrying Roy which
led us instantly to the type of lifestyle we have enjoyed
over the years.
Roy has been the most influential person in my life. He
inspired me to think about a quote: “Life isn’t about finding yourself, life is about creating yourself”. My lifestyle
changed dramatically since meeting him. I also feel my
children are in a much more beneficial and safer environment thanks to him.
If I could change one thing in my life it would be MY
LITTLE TOE! Don’t even bother asking to look at it!
Honestly though, I would like to have made more of an
effort at school so my education would help me to succeed perhaps even beyond my expectations. This is what I
would have hoped for anyway.
When I was younger I wanted to become a nurse or

teacher. I always thought about wanting to help
people. Now my thoughts have drifted to psychiatry or becoming a Doctor—hmmm yeah
right!
My best neighbourhood experience were the
times we all gathered together and played rugby,
the guitar and singing or when lighting fireworks. Actually, every moment we had with our
neighbours was a memorable time. To know we
had somewhere to eat was important. I feel the
Tuliakiono’s had the biggest impact on our family.
Katrina Terakia and Rochelle Bailey would
have to be equal best friends when I was growing up. They knew exactly when we were in
need and they would often take one of us to the
shop. Their families and my family were really
close, but especially the Tuliakiono’s. But that’s
just me. I suppose everyone in my family each
have their own favourite neighbourhood people.
The best thing about growing up was when we
had food, power and water.
- continued on back page
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was born in a beautiful and rather
quaint semi-rural setting.

A seemingly quiet and peaceful country town called Warkworth some 70km
north of Auckland. As mum was being
discharged from hospital her sister-in-law
Linda was being admitted to give birth to
my cousin Martha arriving just 7 days after me.

P A S T —U N L E A S H I N G

continue to drink with him because they
either drank due to pain (physical, psychological or economical) or pleasure and
they knew that for a short time at least,
they would be laughing and singing their
lungs out. That’s exactly what was happening when mum first laid eyes on him
(or he on her depending on whose telling
the story).

THE

FUTURE

–BY DARRELL HINGA

aging us kids during mum and dad’s tumultuous drinking period. She did a great
job despite having ungrateful siblings at
times. She grew and matured very quickly
and took her quasi-parent role in her
stride.

Annabelle had amazing decision making ability for her age coupled with cleaning and cooking skills and she took a
Dad was getting paid his
great deal of pride in what she did and
“Dad was young almost boyish
My sister Annabelle was
usual
fare
for
playing
and
also her personal appearance. I was the
in his appearance and small in
also born there two years
singing – free drinks. Altype to always chalstature. He wasn’t exactly a
earlier in 1967 at Warkworth Jake the Muss but to his
though dad relished the
lenge authority and “Annabelle played a central
credit,
he
could
hold
his
own
Cottage Hospital. During this
company of people for some fought constantly to role in managing us kids
with anyone ...”
during mum and dad’s tutime my parents worked on a
reason they seemed to over- assert my control
multuous drinking period.”
dairy farm for Dutch farm owners in
whelm him on this day. Struggling to
over my own decinearby Wellsford.
break free from the persistent requests he sions. Little wonder
looked at mum and announced to everyshe and I would clash. She was a worthy
Mum and dad met a few years’ earlier
one that she was his wife. No doubt some adversary too.
in very interesting circumstances. Prior to of his admirer’s were taken aback by
becoming an item and moving to Wellssuch a declaration particularly those who
ford mum worked for dad’s brother Albert knew him well. But perhaps no-one was
who was a foreman. Albert invited her
more surprised than his newly announced
and a few others to the pub one day for
wife. And so it began.
drinks. Dad was playing the piano much
to the delight of the hordes of people that
For the next several decades these two
were present that day.
became inseparable. Even in the face of
exceptionally trying circumstances – mum
Dad was young almost boyish in his ap- and dad’s relationship was solid.
pearance and small in stature. He wasn’t
Only once did I ever recall an event that
exactly a Jake the Muss but to his credit,
put to test the endurance of their relationhe could hold his own with anyone both
ship and that was when mum walked out
physically (when he was drunk) and intel- on dad. I was about 7 years old. I knew
Wedding day 25 April 1981—mum and dad (centre) flanked
lectually (when he was sober).
something was seriously amiss because
by aunty Linda and uncle Frank outside the family home in
mum suddenly appeared before me
Manurewa.
Often times people, as I did, considered clutching a small bag. She kissed all of us
dad quite abrupt and abrasive, somewhat kids and then left tearfully. Dad ushered
defensive and certainly argumentative.
us into the car and followed her to the bus
I remember visiting our home while it
But he was also committed, hardworking, stop pleading with her to hop in. We
was being built – walking through a maze
and methodical. He was in essence the
caught up with her again a few suburbs
of incomplete timber walls and all manner
epitome of ‘work smarter – not harder’.
away in Otara. It would appear she was
of building materials. I was about 3 or 4Dad was extremely talented. Unfortuwalking towards the home of dad’s
years-old. I was struck by its size. Homes
nately, his early adult life was marred by
brother Frank and his wife Linda. Mum
like this and many others across the
an addiction to alcohol. And yet constayed a few days with them before
country was rented out to low income
versely, his motivation to drink perhaps
agreeing to come home. The split lasted
families for only a smidgen of the price
made him a more efficient and talented
a mere few days but I recall mum’s deter- demanded by the private housing market.
individual. Dad knew he needed work to
mination to leave and this worried me for The house was overseen by the then Desustain his habit and, if income was an
a long time because I knew their relation- partment of Maori Affairs – an indigeissue, he would use his musical prowess
ship could end at anytime.
nous-based government organisation set
to get free drinks.
up to address the appalling social disparMum and dad had several terrifying en- ity between Maori and non Maori.
He was a fantastic guitar player too
counters. Most of these
“Even in the face of exmaking use of an impressive range of
occurred when they were ceptionally trying circum- One of my earliest memories in our
chords as well as an unusual strumming
drinking. But they renew neighbourhood was the countstances – mum and
technique to belt out popular ballads.
mained loyal to each
less hours basking in warm sunny
dad’s relationship was
solid.”
People were at once absorbed with his
other throughout the
days listening to the sounds of subplaying and sing-a-longs. He had a powyears. They didn’t actually
urban wildlife interspersed with playerful presence in the room and was the
tie the knot until 25 April 1981 after a de
ful laughter and the rattling of bikes and
life of the party. However, his exuberant
facto relationship spanning some 16
makeshift go-carts. It was a vibrant and
nature would predictably give way to a
years. The venue was our family home (2 growing neighbourhood with lots of small
mean streak resulting in arguments and
Capella Place, Manurewa). The officiating grazing farmlands nearby.
minister was the Rev Geoff Bennett who
violence. It was as if someone had just
was also the family budgeter.
flicked a switch. This made him unpopular at times even amongst his own sib-continued next page
Annabelle played a central role in manlings and relatives. Still, people would
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F R O M P R E V I O U S PA G E

On 25 January 1974 as we were beginning to realities of our situation.
settle in Manurewa the youngest of the Hinga
I loathed the day that Lindsey would grow up
children Lindsey was born. I remember dad
and I would no longer be able to hug or kiss
hauling us kids up to Middlemore Hopsital to
him on the cheek. As Lindsey did grow he
visit mum and the newborn. Mum was standing seemed to gravitate towards friends with a
about 3 stories high in the maternity wing smilreputation for being ‘geeky’. This was quite
ing through the glass window.
perplexing – I never really underWe were waving excitedly scur- “I remember the day
stood this at the time. It wasn’t until
Lindsey came home for the
rying across the carpark to the very first time.”
his Intermediate school years that I
entrance. There was a distincrealised it was part of his nature. He
tive aroma and a feeling of being enveloped by hung out with safe kids. Not the boisterous
the warm quiet enclosure of the maternity ward. over the top bullies that got into trouble with
From that day on every time I walk into one,
monotonous regularity.
even when my own children were being born,
my mind slips back to that day if even for the
Lindsey was mum’s ‘pet’. Pet was an enbriefest of moments.
dearment bestowed upon those set apart
from the rest of their siblings. Lindsey earned
It was a lovely summers day when Lindsey
the nick name ‘Chief’ supposedly because he
arrived home for the very first time. The car
wore the pants in the family. This wasn’t enpulled up along the nature strip adjacent to the
tirely true but often mum would make decipath leading to the steps to our front door.
Lindsey was wrapped snugly in a blanket with a sions that favoured her youngest son. Cerfine cotton cloth sheltering his face from the
tainly anyone contemplating harm to Lindsey
sun. We were all jostling for position to sneak a will come to understand that Chiefs have an
peak at our new baby brother.
army to protect them from external perils and
for Lindsey his army was his mother. <end>
Lindsey was a great kid. He was charming,
slightly aloof and care-free. When Lindsey was
*
*
*
*
*
*
an infant I used to place my finger in his mouth These recollections are not necessarily in the orto pacify him—not that I needed to. I grew very der prescribed in the unfinished book. For the next
fond of Lindsey because he was quite placid
edition we may take a look at other people and the
and easy to appease. In a chaotic world I saw
role and influence they had in shaping the way
my baby brother as being somewhat vulnerable
and in a sense I wanted to protect him from the things were.

NEWS—
In Brief
NANA HINGA 69TH BRITHDAY
Hamilton, NEW ZEALAND

Panui: From Friday 15th to
Sunday 18th of October 2010,we
will be celebrating nana’s 69th
birthday. Plans are well underway with daughter Aroha along
with other whanau members coordinating the effort.
A meeting is being planned for
Saturday 4 September possibly
at the home of Mark Blick.
Overseas whanau can keep updated on hotmail.
Whanau are requested to please
consider the situation as the
whanau bring this important occasion together: “I also ask the
whanau to arrange for the 15, 16
and 17 off (where possible) so
we can all be free to enjoy what
we do best—sports, hangi, music
and a few drinks. No reira, tena
koutou katoa” Papa.
A detailed report of nana’s
birthday and whanau gathering
will be in the next edition of
TRHW.
NEW BABY BRINGS JOY
Waikato, NEW ZEALAND

DASHWOODS RETURN HOME
The Dashwood/Rapana whanau are preparing to take
mum Tui and dad Roger back to New Zealand in February 2011. Aunty Tui passed away in March 1998 almost one year to the day after uncle Roger (March
1997).
They will both be buried at the whanau cemetery in
Mourea. It is hoped a service will be held at Te Takinga
Marae. All whanau are invited.
Pictured—uncle Roger (Dashwood) and aunty Tui together with
their children from left to right: Anthony, Daniel and Anua in
June 1997 at their family home in Hoppers Crossing, Melbourne.

The Waite (Priscilla and girls) and the Gage whanau
will accompany aunty and uncle to their final resting
place.

“It is hoped the whanau can catch a flight with an early morning arrival to enable them to take the ashes
past aunty Betty and uncles Rangi’s place before heading to Rotorua.”
.

The burial of the ashes will be held on Saturday 12 February. This way it gives whanau an opportunity to
say their goodbyes without interfering with their week to week lifestyles such as work and school etc.

Born on Thursday 29 July at
1:24pm and weighing seven
pounds and six ounces to mum
Kira Rhiannon and father Kayne
Pererika Blomfield a baby boy—
Nevadah Te Rangimarie Blomfield.
Congratulations to you both.
RUGBY WORLD CUP
Melbourne, AUSTRALIA

A tour of major proportions is
being organised for next years
Rugby World Cup. There has
been massive interest in the tour
which was originally designed
for our Irish friends.

.

On Tuesday 15 February Te Waka Raukura will be at the burial site to represent the Australian whanau
and do a performance. Unfortunately they were unable to bring their flights back in time for the burial.
Their performance on this date will be a private ceremony for the whanau that want to be there.
For more information or enquiries contact aunty Joseanne Gage (Loli).

The name of the tour is Hongi
Hangi and Haka and as the title
suggest it is more than just about
rugby.
For more information check out
the website:
www.hinga.com.au/rugby.

40 T H B I RT H DA Y
CELEBRATION

September Birthdays
Date

Name

Age

Sep

Hume, Nathan George

Sep

Hinga, Isaiah

Sep 01

Opai, Geavarni Sale

3

Sep 03

Staladi, Evyan

7

Sep 04

Hinga, Caitlyn Patricia

5

Sep 05

Blomfield, Catherine Ann

19

I love being a mum and treasure every moment. My children know they can rely on me and that I would walk to hell
and back for them. I love them and they love me and that’s
what matters most of all.

Sep 05

Hohepa, Robert

36

Sep 06

?, Dreyson

10

Sep 06

Ngapuhi, Lindsay

28

I love being a wife to Roy. We think of ourselves as soul
mates and love each other very much. He even spoils me.
He and I eventually hope to buy a home for the kids to come
back to whenever they need to.

Sep 06

Ngapuhi, Tiana

24

Sep 07

Carr, Janine

33

Sep 07

Dromgool, Adele Shea

16

We also plan to travel overseas eventually by plane or
cruise ship or both. We even look forward to having many
grandchildren to spoil.

Sep 07

Mutu, Matthew James

8

Sep 09

Johnson, James David

41

Other special people are Amy Helen Hawkes (daughter-inlaw) who I adore so much and my beautiful moko Mia Jade.
Mia’s birthday is another significant event during my 40
years and I am so proud to call them my family.

Sep 09

Waite, Taylah Jade

11

Sep 11

Dickson, Darren

38

Sep 14

Nahu, Api (Aperehama)

15

I would also like to acknowledge all my nieces and nephews whom I adore very much and of whom I am extremely
proud of.

Sep 14

Whitehead, Te Tamakauri

3

Sep 16

McKay, Samuel Isaac

2

Sep 17

Hinga, Joshua Tiare

9

Sep 17

Vincent, Angela Rose

14

Sep 17

Ngapuhi, Tuta Vincent

18

Sep 18

Casbolt, Cory Redan

20

Sep 18

Dromgool, Michael John

27

Sep 18

Duffy, Lesley

38

Sep 18

Turner, Bruce

53

Sep 19

Hinga, Winston

20

Sep 21

Hinga, Annabelle Martha Agnes

43

Sep 21

Duff, Damion Daniel

16

Sep 21

Tata, Kora Ahiroa

Sep 22

Denton, Mark Vianney

16

Sep 22

Flavell, Taonga

14

Sep 22

Turner, Waikahurangi

3

Sep 22

Quayle, Stephen-Bruce

8

Sep 24

Henry, Justine

Sep 25

Melvin, Caleb James

Sep 26

Wright, Connie

24

Sep 26

Hume, Jason Mark

14

Sep 27

Tata, Drew

26

Sep 27

Henry, Nicole

17

Sep 29

Skipper, Eugene

22

Sep 29

Cuzens, Jarrad Nathan

18

Sep 30

Pitman, Robert

40

Sep 30

Wilson, Sally Jennifer

53

- CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

I know that having food, power and water are not exactly
an amazing event but it was great when we had the basics—
those very things that we now sometimes take for granted.
My best ever family event that I can recall was when we had
a big birthday party for Nana Merita Rapana (nee Renati) at
her home in Mourea. I just remember enjoying it very much.

The Blick children always take the time to remind me of
their love for me and I feel both privileged and grateful. I
like to think I have the same relationship with most of my
nephews and nieces. I honestly would do anything for them.
And finally, my advice for our younger generation:
You make the world a better place,
by making yourself a better person.
Editor’s note: Delthia and Roy also celebrated 11 years of
marriage exchanging rings on 1 August 1999 at the Papakura Salvation Army. Congratulations you two.

- Pictured above: Soul mates Delthia and Roy posing for their
Family Portrait in 1998
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September Wedding Anniversaries
Date

Names

Years

Sep 20

Darroch, Sean Patrick & Rhodes Helen

8

Sep 25

Carr, David Patrick & Thomas, Catherine
Helen

15

